
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of all-source analyst.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for all-source analyst

Analyze intelligence information to assess developments, trends, and threat
implications through comprehensive knowledge of intelligence threat analysis
to include forecasting and/or other analytical methodologies-Analyze terrorist
and Foreign Intelligence Entity (FIE) threats to U.S. Army Forces, programs
and operations
Research and analyze military, political, economic, technical and other
developments within assigned areas to conduct valid threat assessments-
Identify intelligence gaps and assist in the development of intelligence
collection programs-Advise team leaders and chain of command on
intelligence findings
Principal-Level All-Source Analyst shall conduct analysis of incoming reporting
and referrals from across the US Intelligence Community and from CI
investigative, operational, collection and targeting results
Identify and disseminate Foreign Intelligence Element Modus Operandi by
conducting in-depth reviews of historical Continental United States (CONUS)
based CI investigations and provide periodic analytical updates on major
investigations currently underway
Principal-Level All-Source Analyst shall be intimately familiar with the
requirements of AR 381-12 (Threat Awareness and Reporting Program)
Conducts all-source intelligence [critical factors, link-node, network, NAI/POI]
Conducts all-source intelligence [critical factors, link-node, network, NAI/POI]
analysis against adversary target systems and associated critical
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Review all-source and customer specific information to identify leads
Draft comprehensive, high-quality reports in support of the customer's
objectives
Engage a variety of components within the customer organization to address
mission requirements and develop insight in support of operations

Qualifications for all-source analyst

AA or AS degree and 2+ years of experience as an analyst, BA or BS degree,
or 4 years of experience as an analyst in lieu of a degree
Source analysis in support of operationally deployed forces
Term trends that impact client missions
Intelligence data for irregular warfare (IW) or unconventional warfare (UW)
assessments and collaborate with IC entities in support of a special
operations client
Level planning
Source, geospatial, human terrain, and technology


